Hotel accommodation
On this occasion the IBA has not reserved an accommodation block for the conference attendees; however, the following hotels are located close to Upside East:

Adina Apartment Hotel
Atelierstrasse 22
81671 Munich
www.adinahotels.com/en/apartments/munich/

MOMA1890
Orleansplatz 6a
81667 Munich
www.moma1890.com

Motel One Munich-Haidhausen
Rosenheimerstraße 110
81669 Munich

Hilton Munich City
Rosenheimer Strasse 15
81667 Munich

Delegates are responsible for making accommodation reservations directly with the hotel and entering into an agreement with the hotel regarding credit card guarantees, cancellation terms and conditions, and room rates. The IBA cannot accept responsibility for hotel accommodation disputes between a delegate and the hotel.